Achieving
Results Through
Simplicity is Art.
HOW OLD WOULD YOU BE IF YOU
DIDN’T KNOW YOUR AGE?

The 3-Step Skin Renewal
Therapy is clinically proven to

The SaltFacial
provides healthy skin
from head to toe.

treat various skin conditions like:
- ACNE & ACNE SCARRING
- SUN DAMAGE
- FINE LINES & WRINKLES
- STRETCH MARKS
- ENLARGED PORES
- UNEVEN PIGMENT & TEXTURE
- PREVENTIVE WRINKLE TREATMENT

Visibly Improve
Texture, Tone, Color
in 1 Treatment

Immediate &
Lasting Results on
a Cellular Level

THE WORLD’S FIRST
Learn more at www.SaltMED.com

Non-Seasonal, Year
Round Procedure

Safe & Effective for
All Skin Types

TRUE MEDICAL-FACIAL
FROM HEAD TO TOE
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AFTER

BEFORE

With you every
step of the way for
a lifetime of beautiful
skin, head to toe.

AFTER

BEFORE

Courtesy of Dr. Roberta Del Campo - 1 SaltFacial Treatment

“
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Courtesy of Gregory Chernoff, MD - 2 SaltFacial Treatments

“ I noticed the results immediately
and continuously over the next
few weeks after my treatment.
The SaltFacial helped diminish
my hyperpigmentation but didn’t
prevent me from going outdoors.”

- Tina Assi, Patient
Dermatologist recommended wearing SPF outdoors at all times.
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RESTORE

Sea Salt Resurfacing
Reveal your Glow. Fine crystals of
pure, natural sea salt are projected
through a unique handpiece that’s
swept across the skin. Sea salt is both
a natural healing element and will hold
moisture in at a cellular level, making
it an ideal treatment for all skin types.
This painless first step removes the
dead skin layer that dulls the complexion and challenges even the best skin
care products to absorb effectively.

REPLENISH

Aesthetic Ultrasound
Nourish and Replenish. Circulation
and oxygenation are key to healthy,
beautiful skin. This relaxing second
step increases microcirculation, which
helps topically applied products
absorb down deep where they can
be most effective.

R E J U V E N AT E

LED Phototherapy
Rest and Rejuvenate. The SaltFacial®
Phototherapy uses powerful LED light
energy to super-charge cell turnover,
helping skin heal and become more
beautiful, naturally. This third and final
step is completely pain-free and so
relaxing that many patients fall asleep
during this part of the treatment.

Beauty Has
Always Been
More Than
Skin Deep.

